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 bat to ACP. and change settings in.bat with.cfg in.acp (windows 9x) or just change .acp in.bat file (windows 7). How to use?:
Copy your ACP file to your current game folder (for ex. , if you're in c:\games\command & conquer Generals you'll find.acp in
c:\games\command & conquer Generals\C & C Games folder). launch, you should see an window that asks for your user (if it's
not, user should be blank). Next, you should put the path of the.acp in the space below (it's very helpful if you have the path of

your game folder on top of ACP file, or you'll launch .acp without being asked user). You can select the path of your game
folder by right clicking on it and selecting 'Path' from the menu that appears. When you select the 'Path' you'll see the path of

your game folder on top of ACP. Once you've selected the path click on 'Apply' button. Press 'F8' (it will ask you whether you'd
like to continue with the previous action or run the new command). You should see the window that ask you for your user again.
User will be blank if it hasn't ask you before (on windows 7). Press 'Enter' and you should be good to go. Enjoy and good luck!

1. Field of the Invention The invention relates to the area of silicon, and more particularly, to the field of chemical vapor
deposition of silicon films. 2. Description of the Prior Art Silicon is an important material in the semiconductor industry. It is

used for most types of semiconductor device, including but not limited to: integrated circuits, solar cells, and displays. There are
a number of ways of depositing silicon films. In some instances, silicon films are deposited on a silicon substrate by Chemical

Vapor Deposition (“CVD”). CVD is a family of deposition techniques which employ chemical reactions to produce a
continuous film on a substrate. Plasma enhanced CVD (“PECVD”) is a variation of CVD in which a plasma of chemical

reactants is formed to decompose and/or activate the reactants for deposition on a semiconductor substrate. There are many
variations of PECVD, with the most common being low-pressure PECVD ( 82157476af
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